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Abstract
Deep images for use in visual effects work during deep compositing tend to be
very large. Quite often the files are larger than needed for their final purpose,
which opens up an opportunity for optimizations. This research project is
about finding methods for identifying redundant and excessive data use in
deep images, and then approximate this data by resampling it and representing
it using less data. Focus was on maintaining the final visual quality while
optimizing the files so the methods can be used in a sharp production
environment. While not being very successful processing geometric data, the
results when optimizing volumetric data were very succesfull and over the
expectations.
Keywords: deep images, deep compositing, data reduction,
optimization, resampling, reduction, collapsing, file size,
compositing, visual effects, film effects
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1 Introduction
The technologies used by the visual effects industry are advancing very rapidly.
Deep images and deep compositing are natural technical developments to the tools
and techniques available for the finishing stage in the visual effects production
pipeline. It’s been invented to be able to solve some technical problems that were
hindering some visual effects work to be previously done and also to be able to more
easily parallelize work between several artists working on the same complex shot.
Another big reason for using deep compositing is the possibility of not needing to
re-render some elements when there are animation changes because the holdouts
can be done at the compositing stage instead of during the render stage [1].
There are two drawbacks with deep images that need to be considered when
choosing whether to use a deep workflow or not, namely file size and processing
speed. Deep images are very data heavy which means that they will take up lots of
disk space [1], and when processed will use a lot of computer time. The advantages
of using deep images can in some complex cases be more important than the
drawbacks, and in these situations it’s important to work as optimized as possible.
Modern 3D-render engines; Arnold, V-Ray and Clarisse to name a few, all support
outputting deep images. However, they do not offer lots of optimization
parameters, which inevitably leads to CG artists sometimes creating deep image files
that are over complex and unnecessary large for their purpose.
This research project is exploring different ways of trying to optimize deep images
in regards to their file sizes. Since the processing times pretty much are a direct
result of the file sizes the emphasis will be on the latter.
1.1

Aims of research

The aim of this research was to invent a working solution for optimizing file sizes of
deep images in a visual effects production pipeline. The final goal was to develop a
working plugin for the high-end compositing application Nuke [2]. Nuke is
developed and distributed by The Foundry and is the industry leader in the
compositing field, hence being my choice of host application for the plugin. The aim
was to come up with and implement as efficient methods as possible for reducing
the file size of the deep image files tested during the research, while presenting the
tool and its options in a clear and as user friendly way as possible. It’s important to
mention that the focus was on optimizing the file sizes while still keeping the quality
when the files are used in their final intended way.
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1.2

Research questions

There are multiple questions to be answered in this research report. The main one
being:
• Is it possible to reduce the file sizes of normal production deep image
renders with a post process approach, i.e. by writing a processing plugin to
analyze and output optimized versions of the files?
If the above holds true and it works to post process the files with a successful
outcome:
• Is the developed method useful in all deep image situations?
• How much can we expect to reduce the file sizes?
1.3

Outline of method

I started this research by gathering the knowledge needed for developing a deep
image plugin for the host application Nuke. There is enough information for this
task in the documentation of the Nuke Development Kit (NDK) [3] that ships
together with the application Nuke. After the correct development environment
was setup, with the right versions of compilers and helper libs, I could start building
a deep image processing plugin and layout the main processing workflow. Once this
was up and running I needed to analyse and look at lots of different deep image files
to try and identify structures and patterns that potentially were redundant and could
likely be optimized. Stemming from those findings the plan was to come up with
one or many methods that reduce the data footprint of the files, while keeping the
intended quality when used in the final compositing stage. It’s important to
emphasize that the main goal was to get rid of redundant data and not to degrade the
final composite quality more than barely noticeable in the process.
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2 Theoretical background
The main purpose of this section is to give the reader a good information ground to
stand on in regards of visual effects, compositing and the use of deep images. What
deep images technically are and why they are used.
2.1

Brief history of visual effects

The visual effects industry has grown incredibly over the last couple of decades.
Stemming from the practical special effects branch of film making, where effects are
physically made directly on-set in front of the camera, digital effects where born in
the nineties.1 This was the time when digital film printers and film scanners were
invented, and the computers had been developed enough to be able to cope with the
high amount of processing power needed. Suddenly it was possible to create lots of
the effects later on in the production instead. This opened up possibilities of making
effects more believable due to higher quality methods, but also sometimes less
dangerous than the on-set variant and overall more cost effective.
What’s been possible to do using visual effects has steadily been growing as
technology has advanced. Lots of the methods being used depend on having a lot of
processing power available as well as algorithms etc. Both of which have steadily
increased in availability over time. With the possibilities and availability of powerful
tools comes the creativity of aspiring artists. Filmmakers have always embraced new
technology early on to try and push the audiences experience above the expected.
The use of more and more complex visual effects in modern filmmaking has such
steadily increased, and nowadays it’s more or less standard for all types of films to
have at least some effects included to be able to tell the story they want. With the
big success of HBO’s “Game of Thrones”, TV-series in general are also picking up
heavy use of visual effects.

1

It’s important to early on acknowledge the difference between special effects and visual
effects, the former being practical effects on-set and the latter being digital effects made
during post-production, to not get confused when reading about or discussing the subject.
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With more demand for visual effects in general, it’s only natural that the
competition between companies increases and that more and more companies are
started that produce visual effects. At the same time the general audience are getting
more and more used to looking at and judging what they see on screen. It’s not
respected to just show something “cool” today, it has to look great and realistic to
get acceptance. These two factors, the competition and the quality awareness,
naturally push the average quality level up over time. It’s hard to run a company in
the visual effects business because you got to keep developing and you do have to
output better quality of work all the time to stay in the business. One important
aspect of this is optimizing. Production companies are always pressed on time
during productions, and finding ways to optimize the workflows to reach the same
quality in a shorter amount of time is key. Sometimes it’s about tweaking the ways
of doing things by streamlining and parallelizing the work that needs to be done, and
sometimes it’s about completely re-thinking of how the things are done.
2.2

The birth of the deep format

Pixar Studios invented the first deep format and methods during 2000, but as a
single channel variant to improve the by then commonly used shadow maps [1][4]. It
created the possibility to render way more accurate shadows from lots of small and
overlapping objects, for example hair. These deep methods were then later
extended and further developed by Weta Digital to be able to use them for actual
compositing of CG elements. While Weta Digital have been the main company
responsible for pushing the deep compositing development, it’s also worth
mentioning that Animal Logic were developing their own deep methods in parallel
during 2008 [1]. The first feature film to use deep compositing was “The Day The
Earth Stood Still” (2008) [5], but better known for using it fully is the big
blockbuster “Avatar” (2009) [6] by James Cameron. Since then Weta Digital have
standardized the use of deep images [1], and do by default output all their renders
with at least a deep opacity component.
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2.3

What is deep images?

Deep images are a way of storing rendered computer graphics (CG). Instead of
saving 2D images containing a two-dimensional raster array of pixels, render
samples (or point samples) are produced and saved as multiple samples per 2D pixel
position (or x/y-coordinates) [1][7][8]. One specific pixel position can, for example,
have 6 samples from different objects that are rendered in the 3D scene, see figure
1. Basically the process of rendering deep images is skipping the 3D render engine’s
last step of compositing all it’s gathered scene samples to a 2D image, and instead
writing all that information out to disk. These samples can later be composited
down to a normal, or flat, 2D image with color information, but before that
happens this extra information can be used to manipulate the data further. One
normal such use case is combining multiple separate renders together from the same
3D scene.
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Figure 1: Diagram showing a variable amount of samples per pixel position.
Here example pixel “P” with x/y-coordinates (2,1) got 6 discrete samples.
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2.3.1

Deep compositing advantages

Having this big set of point sample data, instead of just 2D images, gives a lot of
flexibility and extra technical possibilities in the compositing stage. The most
immediate gain is the ability to do correct merge operations of 3D objects that
correctly occlude each other, while using separate renders with no rendered in
holdouts [1][9]. A simple example would be a character walking around in a
landscape with trees. To create the final composite of these two elements in a
traditional way, you would need to render the two elements separately (to be able
to iterate on the character animation etc.) but with each mutually holding out the
other. If the trees need animation changes, you would need to re-render not only
the landscape pass, but also the character pass to be able to combine them correctly.
Using deep images, you can instead render out both the landscape and the character
separately using no holdouts. If the animation of the trees then need change, or the
character animation, you just need to re-render that single element since they will
still combine correctly in the compositing stage using deep compositing.

Figure 2: Example of a volumetric deep image element (the blue smoke) deep composited with a deep rendered
flat surface in the shape of a person. Three different versions are shown where the person element has been moved
to different depths to showcase how the two elements combine correctly without the need for the smoke element to
be re-rendered.
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On top of this main usage of being able to combine render layers without rendered
holdouts, there are several more benefits such as easy and automatic object matte
generation, world space mattes generation, and being able to merge volumetric
effects without holdout and edge issues [9]. The possibility of having on demand
separate object mattes with correct anti-aliasing are of high importance when it
comes to creating high-quality composites. This makes it possible to isolate different
effects, for example grading, to only the objects that it’s intended to be applied to.
Being able to combine volumetric renders correctly is another very important
feature. A good example here would be when creating a tornado effect in CG. The
effect would need to consist of multiple elements ranging from dust and fog to small
debris all the way up to large objects swirling around each other. Pretty often these
elements need to be simulated in different software packages, and sometimes even
rendered using different render engines. Even so they ultimately need to be
combined into one final shot during the compositing stage. To technically render all
these components in different software packages and get all the holdouts correct
gets very hard. Especially when different artists might work on different
components at the same time and need to iterate a lot to get to the desired result.
Being able to output each element separately without taking holdouts into
consideration, and then simply merging them in the compositing stage while at the
same time getting the intra-occlusion of the layers correct is a really superior overall
workflow. For a simplified example of volumetric deep compositing, see figure 2.
2.3.2

Deep compositing disadvantages

The biggest draw back with using deep images and compositing techniques are the
big file sizes of deep images. A normal, i.e. flat, 2K render of a full CG scene is
usually around 25-50 Mb per frame. The same scene rendered as deep images can be
anything between 300 Mb to 5+ Gb a frame, totally depending of what the scene is
composed of. This puts a big strain on the I/O-system of the computer, and in a
networked environment a big strain on the network bandwidth and server I/O. To
help ease this strain, the general aim is to lower the deep image file sizes by
optimizing the render settings. This can be hard because you don’t want to trade off
render quality just to lower the file sizes, because in the end it’s all about quality of
the final product. This often puts the artist in a situation where he/she got files that
are bigger than they need to be for the specific use case, but still need to be used
because re-rendering is not an option (because it would take too much time).
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2.3.3

Technical description

To get closer to what this research report is ultimately about, we need to properly
go through how the deep images are technically represented. As was mentioned
earlier, they consist of multiple render samples per each pixel coordinate. There are
two types of samples supported, geometric and volumetric samples. Geometric
samples are basically surfaces that exist in a specific point in space, hence having only
one depth value. Volumetric samples represent parts of a volume object, for
example fog or smoke, and do cover a depth range, hence having two depth values
represented as a Zfront and a Zback value [10]. These two sample types can both
exist in the same file mixed together, but can easily be separated due to their
technical nature. All depth values in deep files are measured from the render
camera’s position in 3D space to each sample’s position in 3D space, and saved as
simple float scalars.

Figure 3: A rendered scene consisting of a teapot on a plane together with two smoke elements.
Each element is also individually visualized in world space by projecting the samples
back through the render camera into 3D space and drawn as points.

Since every sample got a depth definition and does belong to an x- and y-coordinate
in image raster space, one can always visualize the data in a deep file by projecting
the samples back into world space through the render camera, see figure 3. This
obviously doesn’t reassemble the final image as when flattened but gives you a good
understanding of where in world space, or scene space, the data is located. To get to
the final flat image, one must always composite all the samples on top of each other
using the standard “over” algorithm from back to front in depth/z-space [7][10][11].
This is what the viewer does by default when looking at deep images in Nuke.
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So what is every sample made of? One can think of a sample as 3D variant of a 2D
pixel, just that it exists in 3D space instead of in a flat plane. It can carry any number
of channels the user/artist wants, but primarily the R (red), G (green), B (blue) and
A (alpha) channels and the Z (depth) info. Similarly to a normal flat multichannel
EXR that can save extra channels per pixel for use down the pipeline, the deep files
can save these extra channels but on each sample instead. This is really flexible and
opens up a lot of possibilities, but it’s also worth emphazising that it’s a big cause to
accidentally creating massive files. As a side note, these extra channels, or AOVs
(Additional Output Variables) as they are usually called, can most often be saved in a
separate flat 2D file instead and then used together with the deep file when
compositing. The only rather common usage of AOVs that need to be on the unique
samples are for storing object IDs or shading IDs so the samples can identify their
origin. Using that information one can build plugins for isolating objects, create
object mattes on the fly etc., similar to what has been developed in the
“OpenEXR/Id” paper [12], but in a much more straight forward way because of the
deep sample structure.
As stated earlier in this section, every sample carries three color values, an alpha
channel value and one or two depth values. The saved color values on the deep
samples are always pre-multiplied or as Blinn calls it “associated color values” [13].
This means that the R, G, B values are already multiplied by the alpha value it comes
together with. There are several reasons for saving the color information like this
where the main one is simplifying the basic compositing algorithm, see equation 1 in
section 3.2.2 ,which only works with pre-multiplied color values. Other reasons are
that all types of filtering and iterpolation operations needs to use pre-multiplied
color values as well to yield correct results [13].
It’s also worth defining what the alpha value actually represents. When reading
papers and literature about computer graphics the term “alpha” is sometimes
mentioned as a value for opacity, but sometimes as a value for coverage. The former
refers to how opaque (or how transparent) a pixel/sample is and is an optical
interpretation, and the latter to how much of the actual pixel’s area that gets
covered by the solid object being rendered into it and is a geometric interpretation.
There is obviously a big theoretical difference between these two interpretations, so
how come they are used so interchangably? As Glassner explains in great detail in his
paper “Interpreting Alpha” [14] the alpha value is actually a product of both opacity
and coverage. During rendering of deep images it all boils down to that the alpha
value that is saved per sample is the opacity of the object being rendered times the
coverage that object has in the pixel area that is being rendered.
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The alpha channel and the depth channel are the two most important channels in a
deep image file. This is because they together tell how the light, from the render
camera’s point of view, is absorbed over depth. Obviously the color is important as
well, but from a technical standpoint it’s not as important as the alpha and depth.
It’s actually very common to only render the alpha channel into the deep file to save
on disk space, and save out the color information as a separate flat 2D image during
the same render pass. The color can then, in the compositing stage, be re-projected
back onto the deep opacity samples. The difference in this case is that the samples
don’t have unique color information from the shading stage but share the same color
information for all samples per pixel instead [9]. Surprisingly this is usually sufficient
in a normal production environment, if care is taken to smartly separate out the
objects in the scene into layers that don’t interleave or intersect each other in depth
too much.
2.4

Previous research

Deep images and the concept of deep compositing are relatively speaking rather new
technologies. They have practically only been implemented and used in large
productions by a few big companies; Weta Digital, ILM, MPC, Deamworks and
Animal Logic to mention the most important ones. Because of this, there are rather
few open and available research papers on the subject. This is unfortunate but rather
understandable since lots of the R&D is for proprietary tools that only are made
available in-house at the specific studio where the development was made.
Having said that there are of course some projects and some papers released on the
subject of deep images. The most important one is the OpenEXR project [15],
which is the current industry standard format for storing deep image files.
OpenEXR was first developed by Industrial Light & Magic, ILM, as a new flat image
format standard to meet modern visual effects work demands. After it’s first
implementation it was released as open source so the whole industry could quickly
integrate it into current software packages and piplines, but also so all companies
could contribute and improve the codebase. The workflow for rendering and
handling deep files was outlined later in a paper called “The Theory of OpenEXR
Deep Samples” by Peter Hillman at Weta Digital [16]. The OpenEXR format was
extended to handle deep files and version 2.0 was released in the end of 2013 along
with a technical paper called “Interpreting OpenEXR Deep Pixels” [10]. Both these
papers are available directly from the OpenEXR webpage under the
“Documentation” section.
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The original paper on deep shadow maps by Pixar [4] is definitely interesting in the
context of this research report. There is a section in that paper called “Compression”
that outlines a method for not generating too many samples when creating deep
shadow maps. Even if that method is written in the context of single channel deep
shadow maps, it’s highly interesting for this research project.
Another interesting project, also open sourced, is an extension of OpenEXR called
OpenDCX. It’s basically a way of tweaking both the OpenEXR format and the
manipulating tools/plugins that exist in Nuke to implement an improved way of
handling how deep renders are composited together. Also the render engines need
to be tweaked to output the right type of data at the deep image creation stage for
this whole eco system to work. The project, run by Dreamworks Animation, and
the methods are described in detail in the paper “Improved Deep Image
Compositing Using Subpixel Masks” [17] which is available directly from
Dreamworks Animation’s research webpage. The paper talks about sample
reduction in a section called “Sample Collapsing” and even though that is in a slightly
different context the discussion is relevant and interesting.
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3 Method
With the background information of what deep files are and how they are stored,
one could quite easily come to the conclusion that there are two clear ways of
optimizing the file sizes; either by finding a way of reducing the actual total number
of samples to store or by improving the data compression methods when storing all
the samples. One could also think of removing unnecessary channels, but that
doesn’t really count in this context since it’s just throwing away unwanted data. For
this research I chose to focus on the first method, i.e. reducing the total number of
samples to store by re-sampling the already existing data. This was because I wanted
the research to stay focused on the subject and be able to properly answer the
questions stated in the beginning of the report. It was also because the world of data
compression methods and algorithms is a very complex and technical one that
definitely would require at least one whole research report by itself.
3.1

Approach description

This section goes through some of the preparations and decisions that were made
before actually starting to implement the Nuke plugin.
3.1.1

Identifying redundancy

As stated in the introduction, I needed to start this work by identifying different
cases of redundancy in data usage by examining normal production deep images.
The aim was to successfully find out and define cases of “bloated sample use” to
actually be able to do something about them. After a proper investigating round
examining deep images from several different sharp productions using different
render engines, I was able to identify the following problem areas:
• Samples having the same depth value on the same pixel coordinate
• Very uneven sampling amount between different geometry objects
• Really heavy sample use, especially on volumetric objects
These problem areas are different in nature, but rather similar in the sense that they
got too much data in one way or the other, i.e. data that’s not needed or does very
little difference when used in it’s final intended way.
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3.1.2

Plugin structure

Based on earlier experience of writing several image processing nodes in Nuke, I had
a rather clear base idea of what I wanted to achieve with this project. The deep
image processing plugin should have only one input, one output and some user
settings or parameters. It should then be able to automatically parse and process the
incoming deep data and run the necessary optimizations based on the user settings.
The optimized deep data can be used straight away, i.e. live in the compositing
processing tree, or be pre-composited out, i.e. saved out to disk, for quicker work
performance later on. I decided early that the name of the plugin should be
“DeepResample”, because it makes it clear for the end user what it is doing, see
figure 4.

Figure 4: How the DeepResample node looks like in the node graph editor in Nuke

After analysing some deep source code examples that ship with Nuke, I decided that
I would structure the processing into easily separable processing blocks that can be
turned on and off based on the user input. The only difference between the data
coming in and the data coming out from each separate section is that it got
processed for that specific problem area. This way I can handle the different types of
problem areas very targeted and efficiently, and it also makes it quick and easy to try
out different ideas. Another positive result with this implementation approach is
that is creates a tool that is intuitive for the user to use since you can easily see the
result of each separate action, while at the same time being a competent and
efficient tool. For a flowchart schematic of this processing block thinking, see figure
5.

Figure 5: Flowchart explaining the functions as separate processing
blocks that can either be turned on or off by the user
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3.1.3

Evaluating the processing methods

Before starting I decided that I would evaluate and judge the tested processing
methods by manually inspecting the deep files, both as point clouds but more
carefully as flattened 2D images to see that the image quality wouldn’t be degraded
too much. I also planned to use the node “DeepSample” that ships with standard
Nuke, which helps checking what samples a specific x/y-coordinate carries. I also
developed a custom deep image plugin called “DeepSampleCount”, that colors each
pixel according to the incoming sample count. By having a user alterable max count
parameter, the plugin can map an appropriate section of a spectrum to the sample
count per pixel info, and draw a color image that very intuitively shows where the
data is used. In my case I decided to use blue as the color of zero samples and then a
continous spectrum via cyan and green to yellow and then red. Red will represent
the max count, or cap amount, that the user sets. All pixels having more samples
than the max count parameter also get colored red. See figure 6 for an example of a
legend to a per-pixel sample count image. This is similar to how Egstad, Davis and
Lacewell have visualized the sample count in the “Improved Deep Image
Compositing Using Subpixel Masks” paper [17]. To double check that nothing went
wrong in the resample processing I also planned to use the deep image files in test
composites to check for artifacts. That would enable me to make detailed
comparisons of the file sizes before and after. Preferably I would also be able to
make side-by-side comparisons with different incremental parameter settings, and
measure the error deviations when compared to the original deep file in use.

Figure 6: Example of a legend to a per-pixel sample count image

3.2

Implementation

This section goes through the way I was approaching the implementation of the
optimization ideas and methods for the plugin. Basically it goes through how I was
thinking while attacking each one of the problem areas listed in the earlier section
“Identifying redundancy” in section 3.1.1.
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3.2.1

Base class and framework

Setting up the base framework for the plugin was pretty straightforward. I based the
plugin on an existing example in the Nuke NDK called “DeepCrop” [18]. The
“DeepCrop” plugin is a native deep image processing node that ships with Nuke,
that is used for cropping off image data in screen space coordinates but also in depth
similar to using a near and far clipping plane in a viewing frustum in 3D [19][20], see
figure 7. This plugin is based on the “DeepFilterOp” base class [21], which gives a
very suitable processing structure for this research’s “DeepResample” plugin. Most
of the data handling flow is already accounted for and you are pretty much left to
implement one main function called “doDeepEngine()” [3]. This function is called
multiple times in parallel by several render threads to get high performance when
the node is asked for it’s output. Inside the function you got access to the current
thread’s requested bounding box coordinates, the channels that are requested, the
incoming deep data stream and finally a deep output structure for saving out
processed samples. Usually you implement this function by creating a loop over all
the pixel coordinates that are contained in the requested bounding box. You then
create a nested loop inside the first one that iterates over all the incoming samples
on the current pixel coordinate. You are now in a space where you can analyse
individual samples and choose to alter them in different ways before you write them
out to the provided output sample structure. Basically this is where the optimization
ideas and methods are implemented and tested out.

Figure 7: A 3D camera viewing frustum. The blue plane shows the near clipping plane
and the green plane shows the far clipping plane.
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3.2.2

Same depth samples

The first idea that I approached in actual coding was doing something about files
with multiple samples on the same depth. This seemed like the easiest case to
identify technically and also to remedy. What I wasn’t totally sure about was how to
actually combine two samples into one. I envisioned several problematic situations
where blended alphas needed to be rebalanced in intensity or that the volumetric
logarithmic math used by the deep standard would set up some hurdles. This proved
to be unwarranted; at least when it came to closely located geometric samples. I
managed to pretty quickly implement a method that iterated over all the samples on
each separate pixel coordinate, depth sorted from back to front, and if I came across
a sample that had the same depth as the one before I combined them using the classic
“over” [11][22] compositing method, see equation 1.

Equation 1: The over algorithm. The output color is calculated by taking the foreground color
plus the background color which is first multiplied by the inverse of the foreground alpha.

So instead of committing the current sample in the loop, it was saved as a cache, and
as long as the same depth value occurred in the following samples they were
“overed” onto the cache. When a new depth value was found, the combined cache
was committed to the output sample structure, and the current sample was saved as
the new cache. Technically each sample consists of a map of separate channel values
(similarly to having several floats saved in a dictionary in for example the Python
language). When I mention “overing” a sample onto another one, I technically mean
that we iterate over the whole channel set and do an “over” on each separate channel
value to create the new sample. This way the red (R) channel from sample 1 is
overed onto the red (R) channel from sample 2, and then the green (G) channel
from sample 1 is overed onto the green (G) channel from sample 2, and so on. This
is similar to what happens when using the “over” operation when merging two
images with alpha channels in a compositing application, only that we instead of
combining two pixels from two different images we are combining two samples
from the same deep pixel coordinate.
Care needs to be taken to not mess up channels that carry special data, the most
important one being depth. For this first case of processing “same depth samples”,
the depth just stayed the same and was therefore excluded from the channel set loop
of overing the consecutive samples. To see a pseudo code representation of the same
depth sample combine algorithm, see figure 8.
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map<int, float> tmpOutSample
float oldDepth = 0
bool gotSample = false
// Looping over this pixel’s samples, from back to front
for (sampleNo = 0; sampleNo < sampleCount; sampleNo++)
{
float sampleAlpha = getSampleValue(sampleNo, Chan_Alpha)
float sampleDepth = getSampleValue(sampleNo, Chan_DeepFront)
if (sampleDepth == oldDepth)
{
foreach (chan, channels)
{
if (chan == Chan_DeepFront || chan == Chan_DeepBack)
continue
// Classic “over” on a per-channel basis,
// stacking up accumulated samples on the same depth
tmpOutSample[chan] = getSampleValue(sampleNo, chan)\
+ tmpOutSample[chan] * (1.0 – sampleAlpha)
}
}
else
{
if (gotSample)
{
saveOutputSample(tmpOutSample)
tmpOutSample.clear()
gotSample = false
}
foreach (chan, channels)
{
tmpOutSample[chan] = getSampleValue(sampleNo, chan)
}
gotSample = true
}
oldDepth = sampleDepth
}
if (gotSample)
{
saveOutputSample(tmpOutSample)
}

Figure 8: Pseudo code for the “same depth” sample combine algorithm

This method yielded precisely what I wanted, i.e. an image that looked exactly the
same when flattened but was created from samples that didn’t have any depth
redundant samples anymore, hence being smaller in file size if saved out to disk.
It’s not super common to come across deep images with lots of same depth samples,
it’s more of an uncommon render error or user mistake when setting render
preferences. It’s important to be able to handle the case, but I feel it’s not worth
deep diving more into than this. What was most important was that this first
successful implementation gave me a great foundation to stand on and verified that it
was possible to combine samples using the “over” method.
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3.2.3

Culling and small alpha samples

Now when I had a working plugin that did process and optimize deep image files by
reducing the sample count, at least when they fell into the “same depth” special
category, I started thinking about even more situations that could be technically
defined and approached. One such case that quickly came to mind was that if there
existed geometric samples behind other geometric samples that already together
reached full opacity, i.e. a full value of 1.0 in alpha, the samples behind could
completely be omitted. All those samples are completely occluded and will not
contribute to the final flattened image anyway. This situation of having more
geometric samples than needed happens pretty often when working since when you
combine two different deep renders all samples are simply merged and kept. Nuke
never culls away samples when doing the deep merge operation, and there are no
user options available for doing so. Hence this is a pretty important case to be able
to handle by our DeepResample plugin, but given the active user centric origin of
the case I think it’s is not really worth plotting any statistics on unfortunately.
After looking at lots of deep images and having two methods implemented (“same
depth” and “geometric culling”) for reducing sample count, I realized that geometric
and volumetric samples are pretty different. They are not that different technically,
it’s only that volumetric samples got a back depth as well as a front depth. The
difference is more of how the samples appear and are used, and what they represent.
Volumetric samples are for storing volumes and can be used for things like gas,
smoke, fog and fire. It’s for things that take up continuous 3D space and is not hard
surface. Since volumetric samples got lengths (the difference between the Zfront
and the Zback values) they can go through and overlap other samples, both
volumetric and geometric samples. Because of these characteristics I realized that is
was necessary to separate the processing logic between the geometric and
volumetric sample types. Luckily this was pretty easy to do, and I implemented a
split where the samples were sorted into the two types at the beginning of the
processing chain, and then joined in the end, just before the final result is stored for
output. For a simple flowchart schematic, see figure 9.
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Figure 9: Flowchart of how the split and join between the sample types work

After having done that split, I started implementing a method for removing very
transparent geometric samples, i.e. surface samples that got very small alpha values.
The thinking was that by combining lots of these very small samples into bigger and
fewer ones, some data could be saved without loosing too much quality. While the
idea was holding true, the result was pretty disappointing. It was definitely possible
to reduce the data footprint by combining or coalescing these small samples, but the
final quality was nearly immediately starting to degrade. Depending on the source
material, it could be worth doing in some cases but only slightly to not ruin the
material. Hence I decided to at least keep the feature available to the user but not
try and develop it further.
3.2.4

Volumetric processing

I was instead finally ready to attack the biggest problem regarding deep image file
sizes, i.e. very heavily sampled volumetrics. What was pretty immediately apparent
was that the approach to cull away samples behind a geometric full alpha worked
equally well for volumetric samples as for geometric samples. When that first
volumetric feature was implemented I started analysing different volumetric files to
better understand their characteristics. Volumetrics are used in a lot of different
cases, ranging from thin mist and fog to dense plumes, fire, clouds and other
atmospheric phenomenon.
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The most important thing to understand regarding volumetrics is that the sample
count is not what creates the main look.2 Since each sample have an individual alpha
value that specifies the opacity of the sample and a Zfront and a Zback value that
together specifies the extent of the sample in depth, one single sample can have a big
impact on the final look. One sample per pixel is actually enough to fill a whole
scene with a very thick and even fog. If the alpha values are different between the
pixel coordinates the fog can even be spatially uneven in look, like smoke or
something similar, but still be defined by only a single sample per pixel. It’s when
the volumetrics need to have more definition in depth, i.e. straight into the scene in
relation to the camera, that it needs more samples to be able to represent that
variation. It’s in this situation the data amount quickly goes up.
Another important aspect to understand is that samples can be split into multiple
samples when needed without changing the final look, i.e. one long sample can for
example be split into five shorter samples that are located directly after each other in
depth. This splitting happens when volumetrics are merged together with other
volumetrics or intersecting geometrics, and then flattened for producing a 2D image
output. To be able to create the correct holdouts, all volumetric samples are split at
all intersection points of other samples so the sections that are not needed can be
removed. Because one long sample can be split into several short ones that represent
the same result, the reverse also holds true, i.e. several small samples can
theoretically be joined together into one big and long sample. Because of this
behaviour one can think of volumetrics as a continuous opacity function rather than
discrete samples, even if they are eventually stored as the latter. My thinking was
that this opens up for a resampling possibility where one can try and approximate a
complex curve with less points but keeping the main shape, and you should get
roughly the same end result but with much less data to store.

2

In opposite to for example point clouds, lidar scans and particle systems where lots of
points are the actual medium that create the effect.
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Pixar are using a monochrome variant on this base idea in their paper “Deep Shadow
Maps” [4]. Under their section “Compression” they are proposing a simplification
method that works like the following. They are first changing the representation of
the deep samples from a stack of opacity samples to what is called a transmittance
curve. Using the formula T = (1 - a), each sample’s transmittance is calculated by
inverting it’s alpha value. By starting with 100% transmittance of light on each
pixel, represented by the initial value of 1.0, the light gets absorbed by being
multiplied by every sample’s transmittance iterating over all samples from front to
back. If the light transmittance is plotted in a graph over depth, with a vertex per
sample position, you get the transmittance curve. The simplification works by
iterating over the vertices in this curve. Before starting all vertices get a user defined
error bound, or error threshold, which converts the curve to more of a tunnel
shape. Lokovic and Veach [4] then describe the method like this:
“The basic idea is that at each step, the algorithm draws the longest possible line segment
that stays within the error bounds (similar to hitting a ball through as many wickets as
possible in a game of croquet). The current slope range is initialized to (-inf, inf), and is
intersected with each target window in succession until further progress would make it
empty. We then output the line segment with slope (Mlo + Mhi)/2 terminating at the z
value of the last control point visited. The endpoint of this segment becomes the origin of the
next segment, and the entire process is repeated. Note that the midpoint slope rule attempts
to center each segment within the allowable error bounds.” [4].

This base method sounded great for my volumetrics simplification case, I just
needed to extend it to handle color and other extra potential channels at the same
time. It’s rather important to note that Pixar’s use of this method was for
simplifying the opacity curve when producing shadows, i.e. for deciding how much
a pixel that’s being rendered is shadowed by a specific light, hence it’s only a one
channel operation. What I need to do is taking an already existing deep color image
and resample it while trying to keep as much color information and details as
possible. To do this I realized that I first needed an interactive way of plotting
transmittance curves within Nuke. Both for the user’s sake when using the plugin,
but more importantly for myself when implementing the methods so I could debug
and see that I was on the right track. I did this with a standard curve knob, usually
used for presenting the user with an editable color curve tool or lookup tool, see
figure 10. This proved to be an easy and smart way of doing it since I only needed to
serialize all the calculated vertices for a specific pixel coordinate and inject them into
the knob and Nuke would handle all the drawing and interaction etc.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Example transmittance graph in Nuke where (a) is the original and (b) is the resampled version

Even though the theory was graspable it turned out to be harder to implement than
expected. After some trigonometry testing I realized that it was easier to implement
the “target window” angle checking if I swapped the axises, see figure 11. That way
all angles became only positive, and in between the easy to handle values of 0 to 180
degrees. I only swapped the axises for calculation purposes though, and kept the
plotting for the user for clarity’s sake with depth on the x-axis and transmittance on
the y-axis. I decided to not go with Pixar’s way of using the “midpoint slope rule”
for a couple of reasons. First of it simplified the implementation which gave me one
less potential error source. It also made the implementation less calculation heavy,
so a bit more end user performance. The last rather important reason was because I
wanted to keep the samples as intact as possible, and not re-weight them in terms of
alpha and color. Since Pixar’s method was monochrome, or opacity only based, they
could easily choose to modulate the individual samples’ opacity. In my case that was
not desirable, so I simply went with keeping the last sample that did fall inside the
error bound target window as the base sample for color and alpha, see figure 12.
What I then implemented was a loop that iterated backwards, i.e. back to front,
over all “skipped” samples and “overed” them onto the base sample, see figure 13.
This was based on the findings from the “same depth” and “small alpha value” sample
combining implementations. This way I collected and kept all color information
from the removed samples, while storing them using fewer samples.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: The transmittance graph with the user customizable error threshold plotted in red. (a) The
original presentation and how the user always sees the graph. (b) The graph with the axises swapped to ease the
calculation of angles, see figure 12.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Narrowing in the angles by intersecting the current angle range with each following sample’s error
threshold window. (a) This is the start position when a new sample has been committed, and the range is set to
the next sample’s full error threshold window. Already committed samples are shown in yellow. (b) The
situation when the angles have been itersected by three error windows and reached the last sample that falls
inside the current angle limits. The next sample, marked in red, was tested but didn’t fall inside the angle
limits, i.e. the marked gray area in the graph, and will instead be the sample that is set as the start angles for
the next sample gathering.
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Figure 13: When the intersecting is finished and the new base sample to be kept is found, here marked as
sample E, the method reverses direction and combines the ”skipped” in-between samples using the ”over”
algorithm. First sample D is overed onto sample E, and then sample C is overed onto the previous combined
result (D over E). This new combined sample E becomes the new starting point for the next calculation round,
and the angle ranges are initialized with the angles that together encases sample F’s error threshold window,
see figure 12.

By this time I thought I’ve cracked it, but it turned out that the method collapsed
way to many samples in some situations, which showed itself as harsh and noisy
artifacts. It was pretty much too effective and did collapse together loads of samples
into one large one if the change in opacity was very even over depth, i.e. the plotted
transmittance curve was very straight (not flat but straight as in one direction). After
lots of testing and thinking I came to the conclusion that I could force commit
samples while the optimization algorithm was running when they had accumulated
up to a user defined alpha threshold, or “alpha limit”. So every time the limit was
reached, a sample was collected and written, and then the algorithm continued from
that point instead. In practice this means that samples are written both when the
opacity drastically changes over depth or when some opacity has been collected over
depth. It turns out that this combination of rules is very effective for reducing the
amount of samples while keeping visual quality. The final user interface of the Nuke
plugin can be seen in figure 14.

Figure 14: Screenshot of the DeepResample plugin’s user interface
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4 Result
The simple answer to the main research question stated in section 1.3 is “Yes”, it is
definitely possible to do post-processing optimizations to deep images in a plugin
form to lower the file sizes of production images. The main goal for this research is
therefore reached with a very successful outcome. These were the two follow up
questions:
• Is the developed method useful in all deep image situations?
• How much can we expect to reduce the file sizes?
The first one of these is also easy to answer after doing the research. The answer
here is “No” since I’ve come across clean and well produced deep images with only
geometric data that can not be simplified any further by using my described methods
here. On the contrary I have also tested the volumetric resampling method with a
very positive and effective outcome which shows that some cases are open for
optimizations while others are not. This leads to the last questions of how much we
can expect to reduce the file sizes. With the knowledge gathered this becomes a
very fuzzy question that is hard to answer. In the case of geometric only deep files
it’s a matter of special cases. If the files happen to have multiple samples stored on
the same depth, there is definitely potential for optimizations. The amount is
impossible to estimate since it’s only based on how much redundant data that was
produced in the first place by the renderer which is vastly different from case to
case. As some kind of ballpark example, one example file I sucessfully processed in
this “same depth“ case was reduced from 165.9Mb to 24.4Mb yielding an optimized
result percentage of 14.71% of the original file size with no loss of quality. This is a
really great result, but again it’s not a general case but rather an edge case scenario.
4.1

Volumetric resampling results

When it comes to volumetrics the results are much more complex. It now becomes
a matter of balancing visual quality versus optimization levels. The following is a
presentation of my results in my volumetric test case scenarios.
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I got an example 3D scene consisting of a classic Utah teapot [23][24] on a flat
surface together with two smoke plumes, one red and one blue. These are all
rendered using Arnold in the OpenEXR Deep format as separate elements for
volumetric testing purposes. They are intentionally sampled really high to simulate a
real world production scenario where the artist wouldn’t have time to find the most
optimal render settings for the rendering factors such as render time, final quality
and the images’ file sizes. This is pretty common because you usually only have a
limited couple of times you can run the render due to deadline constrains. In that
situation it’s better to go a bit higher in settings to produce something that is useful
but taking a little longer to render, than having a result that is unusable due to the
hopes of being a bit more optimized. Having said all this, my test files are probably
unrealistically heavily sampled, but again I haven’t got time to get them re-rendered
with lower settings because of this research report’s deadline. So in that sense we’re
back to the described classic scenario. I’m just mentioning it here because the end
results are probably a little bit biased towards the positive side if compared to a real
life production scenario. Below is a still of the combined teapot scene, figure 15.

Figure 15: The teapot scene with all elements composited together

Figure 16: The blue smoke element and its original sample count, max cap of 200 (red color)
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Figure 17: The red smoke element and its original sample count, max cap of 200 (red color)

The way I’m testing the volumetric resampling is by setting up a comparison of
increasing “error threshold”, the user’s setting for quality, and doing this for a few
different settings of the sample “alpha limit”. These optimized versions of the
original files are analysed for sample count by outputting an image using the custom
written “DeepSampleCount” plugin mentioned in the method section 3.1.3, see
figure 16 and 17 for examples of how that looks. I’m also plotting the resulting file
sizes in graphs so it’s easy to see the correlation between the settings and the result,
see figure 18 and 19.

Figure 18: The blue smoke’s different file sizes when resampled
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Figure 19: The red smoke’s different file sizes when resampled

To be able to analyse the quality of the result, I can’t just look at the resulting
flattened versions of the different files since they are exactly the same. This is worth
emphasizing so it’s clear to the reader. Since the samples are combined in my
resample method, and not removed, the number of samples is reduced but the end
result when flattened into a 2D image is exactly the same as the original. To be able
to compare the actual result I need to use the deep files in a deep compositing
situation where the volumetrics is intersected with other volumetrics and
geometrics. I decided to create two different reference cases for this. The first one
being the actual scene they are created for, i.e. the teapot and the smoke plumes,
see figure 20 and 21. The second one being the individual smoke elements
intersected by a checkerboard plane going straight through the element pratically
cutting it in half, see figure 22 and 23. This latter situation is rather common in
production where you got a volumetric element that gets intersected with some
geometry, hence me choosing it as a good test scenario.
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Figure 20: The teapot scene with separate blue smoke

Figure 21: The teapot scene with separate red smoke

Figure 22: The checkerboard scene with separate blue smoke

Figure 23: The checkerboard scene with separate red smoke

The original deep files were first used in these two test scenarios to create nonoptimized or “uncompressed” reference cases. The optimised versions where then
run through the same setups one by one to create the test 2D outputs. These
outputs were analysed for quality by calculating the peak signal-to-noise ratio [25],
PSNR, for each case and plotted against the error threshold values similar to the file
sizes graphs, see figure 24 and 25. Calculating the PSNR value is a common way of
measuring the quality of reconstruction when using lossy compression codecs [26],
which this specific resampling case is very similar to. PSNR is calculated by first
calculating the mean squared error [25][27], MSE. According to B.K. Sujatha et al.
[28], “Given a noise-free m×n monochrome image I and its noisy approximation K,
MSE is defined as”:

Equation 2: For calculation of the “Mean Squared Error”
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If the image is a color image, like in this research, you simply calculate the MSE for
each RGB channel and average together the result. This result is then put into the
PSNR formulae below where MAX is the top code value a pixel can have. In this
case we consider a limited value range between 0.0 and 1.0, so MAX is defined as
1.0.

Equation 3: For calculation of the “Peak Signal-to-noise Ratio”

(a)

(b)

Figure 24: Blue smoke’s PSNR graphs, (a) teapot scene, (b) checkerboard scene

(a)

(b)

Figure 25: Red smoke’s PSNR graphs, (a) teapot scene, (b) checkerboard scene
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To see all 2D images that were produced for testing the volumetrics resampling,
that are the base for all these graphs above, I refer to “Appendix A” for the blue
smoke element and “Appendix B” for the red smoke element. For clarity I’m also
including a table below, see table 1, with all the test results for the smoke elements
from the teapot scene as well as the checkerboard scene.
Table 1: All the volumetric test results. The blue smoke element’s data is marked in blue text, and the red
smoke element’s data is marked with red text. The file size is listed both in Mb and as a percentage of the
original non-optimized version of the element. Below the file size are the PSNR values in comparison to the
original files, where ”T” marks the teapot scene and ”C” the checkerboard scene. One blue result and one red
result have been marked in a bigger and bold font, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
error
threshold

alpha limit
0.05

alpha limit
0.1

alpha limit
0.2

0.0010

1030Mb – 74.1%
T: 86.33dB / C: 81.57dB
588.3Mb – 75.0%
T: 89.89dB / C: 76.5dB

1020Mb – 73.4%
T: 85.97dB / C: 80.46dB
575.4Mb – 73.3%
T: 89.73dB / C: 75.41dB

1010Mb – 72.7%
T: 85.73dB / C: 79.80dB
571.2Mb – 72.8%
T: 89.63dB / C: 75.00dB

0.0025

700.2Mb – 50.4%
T: 80.94dB / C: 75.57dB
378.9Mb – 48.3%
T: 83.66dB / C: 70.63dB

623.2Mb – 44.8%
T: 80.55dB / C: 74.38dB
342.9Mb – 43.7%
T: 83.36dB / C: 68.84dB

595.6Mb – 42,8%
T: 80.35dB / C: 73.47dB
331.7Mb – 42.3%
T: 83.22dB / C: 68.02dB

0.005

533.7Mb – 38.4%
T: 76.96dB / C: 71.18dB
281.7Mb – 35.9%
T: 79.03dB / C: 67.8dB

414.0Mb – 29.8%
T: 76.50dB / C: 70.00dB

370.7Mb – 26.7%
T: 76.29dB / C: 69.06dB
205.8Mb – 26.2%
T: 78.45dB / C: 64.33dB

0.010

462.5Mb – 33.3%
T: 73.06dB / C: 67.15dB
239.2Mb – 30.5%
T: 74.39dB / C: 65.44dB

305.8Mb – 22.0%
T: 72.07dB / C: 65.57dB
164.5Mb – 21.0%
T: 73.19dB / C: 62.62dB

244.7Mb – 17.6%
T: 71.83dB / C: 64.58dB
136.3Mb – 17.4%
T: 73.01dB / C: 61.05dB

0.025

433.6Mb – 31.2%
T: 71.11dB / C: 65.43dB

247.5Mb – 17.8%
T: 66.12dB / C: 59.74dB
129.4Mb – 16.5%
66.12dB / C: 58.89dB

164.2Mb – 11.8%
T: 65.27dB / C: 58.21dB
89.8Mb – 11.4%
T: 64.87dB / C: 56.75dB

221.8Mb – 28.3%
T: 71.81dB / C: 64.23dB

225.2Mb – 28.7%
T: 78.59dB / C: 65.52dB

0.050

432.2Mb – 31.1%
T: 71.05dB / C: 65.50dB
220.7Mb – 28.1%
T: 71.80dB / C: 64.3dB

234.5Mb – 16.9%
T: 64.64dB / C: 58.56dB
121.4Mb – 15.5%
T: 64.29dB / C: 57.67dB

138.7Mb – 10.0%
T: 60.92dB / C: 53.62dB
74.3Mb – 9.47%
T: 59.07dB / C: 52.80dB

0.100

432.2Mb – 31.1%
T: 71.05dB / C: 65.50dB
220.7Mb – 28.1%
T: 71.80dB / C: 64.3dB

233.0Mb – 16.8%
T: 64.43dB / C: 58.56dB
120.3Mb – 15.3%
T: 64.17dB / C: 57.75dB

129.7Mb – 9.33%
T: 59.28dB / C: 52.34dB
68.4Mb – 8.72%
T: 57.16dB / C: 51.37dB

0.150

432.2Mb – 31.1%
T: 71.05dB / C: 65.50dB
220.7Mb – 28.1%
T: 71.80dB / C: 64.3dB

233.0Mb – 16.8%
T: 64.43dB / C: 58.56dB
120.3Mb – 15.3%
T: 64.17dB / C: 57.75dB

128.4Mb – 9.24%
T: 58.99dB / C: 52.35dB
67.4Mb – 8.59%
T: 57.20dB / C: 51.39dB
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5 Discussion
As was mentioned in the beginning of the results section 4.0, the overall workings
of the developed data reduction methods are successful. I’ve proved that it’s
definitely possible to post-process deep images and reduce the file sizes. The amount
of reduction is very much on a case by case basis where the type of deep data stored
in the files plays a key role.
5.1

Geometrics

I have successfully tackled some special case geometric situations where it’s been
possible to combine samples or cull away non-needed samples without quality loss.
While these situations are important to be able to handle for an optimized workflow
it’s not where the big data to be saved is hidden. I did try to tackle over sampled and
bloated geometric only deep files but with very limited results. I do however believe
that this is an area that definitely is worth putting more time and effort into. It
should be possible to come up with some limiting rules and definitions that can
isolate the common cases that regularly appear. One idea here woud be to have a
threshold value for sample count per pixel that defines when to process a pixel
coordinate or not. Then have some kind of goal target for how many samples the
user wants to try and reach by combining together the souce samples. Maybe it can
be done with some adapted variant of the volumetric resampling method, but that
unfortunately needs to be outside of the scope of this reasearch project due to time
contraints.
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5.2

Volumetrics

The most interesting results are definitely with the heavy sampled volumetric deep
files. This was all the way the main goal since it’s the most common reason for deep
files being so massive. Starting by looking at the file size graphs and table 1 from the
results section 4.1, we can see that for the blue smoke the results range from
1030Mb down to 128.4Mb where the original file is 1390Mb. That’s a data
reduction range of between 74% and all the way down to 9.3% of the original size!
For the red smoke the optimized numbers are 588.3Mb down to 67.4Mb where the
original file is 784.8Mb. That’s gives us the percentages of 75% down to 8.6%,
which is very similar to the blue smoke’s results. Before starting out this work I
could only dream of reaching 50% so this was very positive. But having said that, it
doesn’t matter that the files are small if they are unusable due to lack of quality. A
thorough comparison of all the test images produced for the volumetrics was needed
to try and find the most optimal settings. They are all available as two combined
charts in Appendix A for the blue smoke and Appendix B for the red smoke. They
are each numbered between 1 and 26 on the left hand side so they are easy to
reference. The columns available are from left to right; the teapot scene, a 400%
zoom in on the teapot scene, the checkerboard scene, a 400% zoom in on the
checkerboard scene, a sample count image (with a max count value of 50), the error
threshold parameter, the file size produced, and finally the alpha limit parameter.
It’s pretty hard to see the actual quality in this chart directly since it’s very subtle
differences, which is rather common when reading similar papers about image
compression artifacts. That’s why I’m also providing the full resolution versions for
download. Bare in mind that these images are extremely large with a resolution of
14620x26964 which yields file sizes of a bit over 200Mb each.
The quality differences are there though and very visible if compared and looked at
thoroughly. Let’s start by comparing the teapot scene results to the checkerboard
scene results. It’s easiest to find the artifacts if we directly go to the last images in
the chart, i.e. the coarsest versions, and compare those. It’s pretty apparent that the
checkerboard scene is much worse off than the teapot scene. This is expected since
the volumetrics have been very sharply cut off in depth in comparison to the teapot
scene where the smoke just intersect each other over a much broader depth range.
There are still artifacts and problems with the teapot scene as well, but much less
obvious, so let’s focus the rest of this analysis on the checkerboard scene.
I will below show four selected images from each smoke element from the
checkerboard scene for a closer look and discussion. For the blue smoke element,
see figure 26, and for the red smoke element, see figure 27. In the blue element, a
red square is marking a region that is zoomed up for easier analysing. In the red
element a similar region is marked, but with a cyan color instead.
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Starting with the blue smoke element, and comparing the different images, it's
pretty clear that version 11 is very similar to the original version. Looking at version
20, artifacts are getting visibly noticable and big enough to be professionally
considered not OK. This is most visible in the region marked with a green ellipse.
Looking at version 24, the coarsest version, it’s clearly broken in the edge details
and will not be usable for any quality production. These artifacts are marked with a
yellow ellipse.

Figure 26: Comparison of a subset of the produced test images for the blue smoke element

Let’s go back to version 11 which is the most interesting. This is the one I visually
picked as the best version among all of them when weighing in that it should be as
small as possible in file size. If version 11 is A/B compared with the original, i.e.
quickly swapping between the images multiple times, one can notice a slight
difference in the outer falloff regions of the smoke. It’s so slight and subtle so
nobody would ever be able to tell, especially not when viewing moving images. The
sample count has gone down considerably, and instead of averaging around 165
samples per pixel it’s averaging around 40 samples per pixel. The file size has gone
from the original of 1390Mb down to 414.0Mb, which makes it only 29,8% of the
original. This I would consider a huge success!
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Looking at the red smoke element, similar observations can be made. Here I visually
picked out version 5 as being the optimal version. It’s very close to the original and
only got some subtle noise in some darker regions. Continuing to more coarser
versions, like version 20, these same regions get too noisy to be considered
production OK. I’ve marked one of the easiest to spot regions with a green ellipse.
If we go even further to version 24 the whole edge detail gets corrupt and a lot of
easily spotted banding appears. These regions are marked with a few yellow ellipses.
The sample count has gone down considerably, and instead of averaging around 146
samples per pixel it’s averaging around 37 samples per pixel. The file size has gone
from the original of 784,8Mb down to 221.8Mb, which makes it only 28,3% of the
original.

Figure 27: Comparison of a subset of the produced test images for the red smoke element

Looking at the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) graphs, we can observe that our
picked versions are quite high up in dB values. It seems like one need to reach close
to 65dB or higher in order to get an optimized version that is visually OK for
production use. This would obviously need to be tested more thoroughly with a lot
of different cases and scenes to become a general rule, but my gut feeling says that it
point towards it at least.
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To elaborate a bit more on the PSNR values and how the visual results map to my
quality measurement numbers I decided to plot the coresponding pairs of PSNR dB
to file size in percentage of the original, see figure 28.

Figure 28: Plotting all the checkerboard scene PSNR values in relation
to the file sizes in percentage of their original files.

This graph is very interesting I think. You can clearly see that the plotted dots
together shape an arc per color. The visually picked versions are located close to the
middle of the belly of the arc, i.e. as high up and as to the left on the arcs in the
diagram as possible. I could likely have found as good versions by creating this graph
first and picked based on it. For the blue smoke I would have choosed the one just
left and a bit below version 11, which is version 19. Visually comparing those two
versions shows that they are indishtinguable, and with all the statistics already
calculated we can decide that it’s a slightly better choice. Doing the same for the red
smoke I would probably have picked the one just above version 5, which is version
11. That was one of the versions I was visually choosing between when deciding
which one I wanted to go for. It’s also a good choice but it looks a bit more noisy.
On the other hand it looks a bit smoother with a bit less banding artifacts. In the end
it’s all up to the artist to find a sweet spot of the parameters and go with what
visually looks best for the situation.
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6 Conclusions
To sum this research project up I do feel I’ve succeeded in what I set out to do. I’ve
shown that it’s possible to post-process and optimize deep images. The results are
very varying depending on the type of deep data being processed. In general I
haven’t managed to optimize geometric data much at all, except in a couple of
special cases. On the other hand the volumetric processing has been very successful.
In my test volumetric scene that was setup to emulate a real production scenario, I
managed to get the files with the best combination of maintained quality and
smallest file size down to only about 30% of the original file sizes. These results are
far better than what I expected before I started with this project.
6.1

Future work

As computer processing power is getting faster very quickly and storage space is
getting cheaper and cheaper, my guess is that deep compositing is here to stay. I
predict that more and more companies will adopt deep compositing workflows in a
not too distant future. As mentioned in the introduction this will put high pressure
on optimization efforts for the systems in use. Implementation of methods like the
work presented in this research paper will be valuable in these efforts. The more
deep images are getting used the more popular they will get, and more areas of use
will likely be invented. As this happens it’s worth having a continuous eye on when
likely optimization situations arise, and try and implement them as they come.
Having said that, there are already some ideas I’ve been thinking about during this
work that would be interesting to further investigate:
• Process and optimize heavy sampled geometric only deep data, as was
mentioned in the end of section 5.1
• Test out what is mentioned in both the paper [17] and in the patent
application [29], to see if combining samples originating from the same
objects yield good results. This would require special ways of rendering
though, where the scene objects are properly tagged with their origin. It
could either be that samples are combined when they originate from the
same geometric or volumetric object, or from objects with the same shader
applied.
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• Implement a double parameter error threshold, so that the error threshold
of the running volumetric resampling algorithm increases over depth.
Basically you would have one parameter that would map to the depth of the
front most sample, and another parameter that would map to the depth of
the furthest back sample. The error threshold of the resampling algorithm
would use the linearly interpolated value in between the two parameters for
each sample it processes. The thinking here goes that due to the nature of
occlusion, you should be able to sample coarser and less often the further
back you get into the scene. I think this would be a good idea because you
should notice less error because it’s further away from the camera and at the
same time it’s already occluded by all the volumetrics that is in front of it
from the same element. See figure 29 for an illustration of this idea.

Figure 29: Growing error thresholds over the depth range of the existing samples

• Investigate a completely different way of representing volumetric data.
Instead of saving a lot of discrete samples that make up the continuous
transmittance curve, the transmittance curve could be described directly by
a Bezier style of spline. I think this would require much less samples, i.e.
vertices, but still be able to store really complex curves. Unfortunately this
is really complex to implement since it would require extending the actual
format definition of deep files.
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Appendix A – Blue smoke element resample data

1

1

Full res version of this image can be downloaded from:
http://www.pixelmania.se/exjobb/appendix_a.png
Be aware that the image is in the resolution 14620x26964 and is 230Mb
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Appendix B – Red smoke element resample data
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Full res version of this image can be downloaded from:
http://www.pixelmania.se/exjobb/appendix_b.png
Be aware that the image is in the resolution 14620x26964 and is 215Mb
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